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Abstract— Background: Digital Rectal Examination is used in the diagnosis of different urogenital and lower gastrointestinal pathology. The knowledge and practice of this is taught in the medical schools.

Final year medical students who have completed their clinical rotations are expected to have learnt and practiced this in the course of their training.

This study evaluates the knowledge and practice of DRE amongst final year medical students of University of Ibadan.

Methodology:- A cross sectional study of 2 consecutive sets of final year medical students of University of Ibadan, was conducted just before their final examination using a semi-structure questionnaire. This was done at completion of all their clinical rotation.

Result:- Out of the 120 medical students who consented to the study, 110 (92%) have been taught DRE. Eighty seven (79%) of those who have been taught, have done digital rectal examination.

Sixty-six (60%) have done 3 or less throughout their ward postings.

Ten percent of the students did not perform DRE due to patient’s refusal while 15% did not want to disturb the patient.

Nineteen percent do not believe DRE is for medical student, while 20% believe that their choice of future specialty affected their attitude toward DRE.

Fifty students representing 41.7% of all students who took part in the study think DRE is not necessary for patients with hemoptysis.

58.5% of all the students regretted not applying themselves fully to their postings.

Conclusion:- While most student have been taught Digital Rectal Examination (DRE), the practice of this important physical sign falls short of expectation.

There is need for trainers to emphasize the importance of mastering clinical signs by repeated performance in order to make these young medical students better clinicians in future.

Index Terms— Digital Rectal Examination, Knowledge, Practice, Medical Students.

I. INTRODUCTION

Digital rectal examination has been proven to be an important clinical examination and test in the diagnosis of prostate cancer. It is also very useful in the detection of rectal tumors among other uses. Our medical students are our future clinicians and the custodians our health in no distant time. Teaching of this important examination go on in our medical schools, however, what is not known is how well they are imbibing this in their day to day practical. While there are a few literatures in Nigeria which have looked into this, reassuring ourselves of the improvement of knowledge and practice of this test is very pertinent, otherwise there has to be a concerted effort by all clinicians in re-emphasizing the importance of this clinical sign.

Many researchers have shown the importance of digital rectal examination in the diagnosis of prostate cancer. Its use as a single tool or in combination with other tests has been demonstrated in several studies as very relevant in the evaluation and diagnosis of prostate diseases. The abandonment of DRE was short-lived as it was noted that it could detect cancers in people with PSA greater than 4.0ug/l. Its sensitivity increases as the value of PSA gets higher[2].

It was found that the use of DRE and PSA in cancer screening enhanced cancer detection. The cancer detection rate was 3.2% for digital rectal examination, 4.6% for PSA and 5.8% for the 2 methods combined. [3].

Digital rectal examination has a high positive predictive value in detection of prostate cancer, and cancers detected this way has clinical features of potentially curable cancer[4].

Even though some researchers found out that PSA is a superior test to transrectal ultrasonography and DRE, they agreed that DRE in combination with any of the two tests give a superior detection outcome than PSA alone.[5]

Over the years, some urologists have excluded DRE from the routine screening tests for prostate cancer[6] but however, reports have shown that DRE has a high specificity and a high negative predictive value in the diagnosis of prostate disease[7].

So many studies have also confirmed the importance and use of DRE in the diagnosis of prostate cancer. Some show its diagnostic value[8], others show its high specificity and negative predictive value, while another shows its 75% sensitivity in the diagnosis of prostate cancer[9].

All these studies are pointers to the fact that digital rectal examination is a very important clinical sign which I am therefore investigating to find out how our medical students are learning and practicing it.

II. METHODOLOGY

A cross sectional study of 2 consecutive sets of final year medical students of University of Ibadan, sets, was conducted after the completion of all their clinical postings up to the commencement of their final examination using a semi-structure questionnaire. 150 students returned their questionnaires. Out of this number, 120 of them were found to have completed their questionnaires properly.

The results were analysed using excel spread sheet and
III. RESULTS

Fig. 1: sex of respondents

Fig. 2: have you been taught digital rectal examination (dre)

Fig. 3: if yes to fig 2, where you taught dre?

Fig. 4: have you ever done a digital rectal examination

Fig. 5: How many times dre performed

Fig 6: at which level of your training did you do dre?

Fig. 7: if a colleague requires dre, will you perform it?
IV. DISCUSSION

Digital rectal examination remains a relevant clinical tool in the diagnosis and prediction of prostate diseases [1][2]. It is more handy in the developing nations where sophisticated medical tests and equipment remains luxury. The future custodians of our health, the present day medical students are expected to graduate with some basic skills irrespective of the specialty they wish to undertake in the future [11]. These skills could prove to be difference between diagnosing a case to a grievous omission that could lead to fatal outcomes. Based on this, I undertook to investigate the knowledge and the practice of digital rectal examination after they concluded all their postings and about to face their exit examination.

I found out that the 120 respondents who consented to the study, 70 were male and 50 were females showing a male to female ratio of 1.4:1 [Fig 1] which is different from the finding of Darkum K et al[12] who has a ratio of 3.6:1. 95% accepted that they have been taught DRE which showed a high number of student who have received tutorial on DRE. This is consistent with the findings Eziyi et al [10] and Darkum et al[12]. [Fig 2]

About 75% of those who have been taught have done digital rectal examination, 25% have never attempted it.[Fig 4]. Of the 75% who have done digital rectal examination, only 14% of them have performed it up to 5 times and above [Fig 5]. The rest have done below 4 times. This is very low considering the number of patients who pass through our clinics and wards on daily basis with gastrointestinal problems and also in view the fact that gastrointestinal examinations are not complete until DRE is performed. This raises a lot of concern on the quality of physical examination being performed by our medical students and whether they are being well supervised during postings. Of those who were able to perform DRE, 15% of them did it during surgery 1 posting , 37% performed DRE during surgery 2 posting while the 48% were only able to perform it in their last (surgery 3) posting. The rest could not remember.[Fig 5].

Most of the respondent (95%) have adequate knowledge of normal and abnormal findings on DRE,

Ten percent of the students did not perform DRE due to patient’s refusal while 15% did not want to disturb the patient.

Nineteen percent of them do not believe DRE is for medical student, while 20% believe that their choice of future specialty affected their attitude towards DRE.

Fifty students representing 42% of all students who took part in the study think DRE is not necessary for patients with hemoptysis showing their limited knowledge of pathogenesis of rectal tumors. 59% of all the students regretted not applying themselves fully to their postings.

V. CONCLUSION

Even though there is a demonstrable knowledge among these final year medical students on the normal and abnormal finding on digital rectal examination, it remains largely theoretical as greater number of them have not been able to perform this examination to a level one can be confident that they would not miss important findings which could be fatal.
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